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Introduction

Issues Driving this Project

Conclusion

Libraries have acted as cultural centers in communities

• Inadequate funding

For centuries, libraries have been places that foster

across the globe for centuries, their influence beginning as

o Recent lapses in the consistency of budget

knowledge and promote learning of all kinds. Modern

early as 1653 with Chetham’s Library in the United

increases have hindered libraries’ ability to

public libraries have expanded their roles beyond that of

Kingdom. The foundation of this institution in the United

provide modern services to their constituents.

simply providing books to read by doing such things as

States occurred in 1731 with the establishment of the

o Trump in March 2017, worked on his first budget

organizing events, some fun and some academic, to

Library Company of Philadelphia by Benjamin Franklin. As

proposal to “eliminate the Institute of Museum

engage youth as well as providing technology. Despite the

society has continued to progress into a digital realm,

and Library Services (IMLS)” and library funding in

monumental changes to libraries over the last half

though, libraries’ cultural significance has received

general. 2018 saw an increase in funds for IMLS

century, many believe that there is no place for these

continuously diminishing recognition. Digital resources

and reauthorizing the MLSA after national support

sanctuaries of knowledge in the digital world of the 21st

and skills have overtaken those based in more traditional

from citizens and programs, but there is still more

century. It is a fact that libraries are struggling due to cuts

mediums, resulting in significant declines in library

funding wanted and needed in the future. In the

attendance and funding priority. We, the Libraries and

FY 2020 budget proposal, the president tried

Proposed Ideas and Features

in funding and faltering community support. If cuts

Literacies General Studies, have addressed the need to

again to eliminate IMLS.

• Modernized looks and construction

future. Increasing funding for libraries is a vital first step in

• Innovate “Mobile Bus” program to increase accessibility

not only preserving but shaping the libraries of the future.

continuously innovate these cultural centers to maintain
their relevance in the digital age. Through the

• Social and Digital Advancements
o Developments in technology have facilitated the

of library services

continue, libraries could become obsolete in the near

An increased budget would allow libraries to make

modernization of traditional library features, libraries can

transition away from traditional mediums into the

• Equal balance between quiet space and learning space

updates that would benefit the public greatly. Such

retain their role as a center for not only education but

digital stage.

• Large active learning classrooms

updates include: more modern and welcoming interior

• Technology classes (basic, medium, advanced)

and exterior designs, group study areas, and an increased

programs such as a coding club to teach kids how

• Programs to address relevant issues

technology inventory, among others. Through

coding works, the fun of it, and what future

• Outdoor space to read and socialize

improvements in not only funding but community support

careers have that. “In 2011, the Fayetteville Free

• Prioritize campaigning and year-round fundraising

and infrastructure, the libraries of the future can regain

Library in New York state became the first public

• Updated technology

the high regard they held in the past.

technological innovation in their communities.

Abstract
Libraries have been a part of the world’s history for
centuries. Not only have they served as places to check
out books, but as centers for innovation and new ideas.
However, as our communities are modernizing, it is vital
to account for our libraries as well. It is important to
recapture their significance again by updating library
spaces to include outdoor areas to read, upgrading
technological equipment, and including large interactive
classrooms. Changes like these will allow the community
to regain interest and once again appreciate the
significance that libraries have to offer to us.

o Libraries, such as the ones in Plymouth UK, create

library to offer a makerspace,” allowing the

o Computers/laptops

community to have more access to technology to

o 3D printing

create and learn new things for entertainment,

o Circulating laptops and iPads

jobs, etc.
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